
1. Tariff in €

1.1 29,17

1.2 58,34

1.3 29,17 + 3 horizontal moves

1.4 29,17 + 3 horizontal moves

1.5 29,17 + 3 horizontal moves + 

OOG surcharge

2.

2.1

2.2.

2.3

3.

3.1

Communication of VGM

VGM communication can be received by the admission order by the PCS, by VERMAS mes-

sage, both before or after the container´s entry into the Terminal or by the loading lists is-

sued through the PCS. 

·       VGM Communication is received 24 hours before starting vessel operations - no charge 

will be applied.

·       VGM Communication is received after the mentioned deadline the container will be 

cancelled from loading list.

Megatruck-duotrailer: The containers entered in the Terminal in doutrailer will not be 

weighed at gates and will have to be weighed after being placed in the yard, rate 1.3 above 

will be applied.

In the event a verification of VGM is requested by the Line, rate 1.3 above will be applied.

Truck-Vessel Direct: Weighting will not be accepted and the VGM must be declared 

throught communication via Valenciaport (admitted, VERMAS, cargo list)

Other special cases

Second Weighting requests referred to a container that is already placed in our facilities 

(Should be requested through the email atencionclientevlc@apmterminals.com) 

Weighting Request refers to a container that due to the dimensions of the car-go/truck 

cannot be weighted at gates and should be weighted once it is placed in the yard (Should be 

requested through the email atencionclientevlc@apmterminals.com)

Weighting Request

Weighting Request is received before the container’s entry into our facilities by truck, 

through Valenciaport platform (PCS) in the admission order (COPARN) of the container

Weighting Request is received before the container’s entry into our facilities by rail, 

through Valenciaport platform PCS ) in the admission order (COPARN) of the container 

(indicated as well on the unloading lists sent to the email   

atencionclientevlc@apmterminals.com)

Weighting Request refers to a container that is already placed in our facilities (Should be 

requested through the email atencionclientevlc@apmterminals.com)
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4.

4.1

4.2

reporting.vlc@apmterminals.com

Invoicing.valencia@apmterminals.com

4.3

5.

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

Cancellation of the weighing request in ADMITASE before the arrival of the container at the 

Terminal: if, after the weighing request, it is decided to cancel the request and the 

container has not entered the Terminal, a replacement will have to be made in the 

admission order before the arrival of the truck at the Terminal accesses.

Cancellation of the weighing request in ADMITASE after the arrival of the container at the 

Terminal: if, after the weighing request, it is decided to cancel the request and the 

container has already arrived at the accesses of the Terminal, the initial request will take 

precedence and the container will be weighed and therefore invoiced.

New – Weighing in the event a verification of VGM is needed, the container will be weighted 

from the yard. 

For issues related to invoicing process of VGM Service please contact:

For more information and further assistance please contact: 

atencionclientevlc@apmterminals.com

Contact Details

For requests and doubts related to our VGM service in our facilities, please contact:

Weighing request for oversized containers in terms of width and length will be subject to 

the corresponding tariff according to the current rate and the weighing can only be 

requested from yard to the email atencionclientevlc@apmterminals.com

atencionclientevlc@apmterminals.com

Operative Procedre for VGM

Weighing requests for oversized containers in height will be accepted, provided that the 

transport is carried out in a conventional truck
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